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Dear Reader,
Canvas Creative Arts invites you to regard these pages and think.
Art has the unique opportunity to let people feel.
It is striking.
We strive to fill this publication with the premiere work of Indiana University and
acknowledge the incredible talent our Hoosier community has to offer.
But this magazine is meant, equally, to celebrate you; the reader.
Our hope is that this magazine inspires you to create, grow, and make change.
Please enjoy the 2020 editon of CANVAS:
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Canvas gives Editor’s Choice awards to the best written
and visual work submitted to the magazine each year.
For this issue we present the honor to Zaid Ansari (10)
and Maria Ivancsics (5).
The award serves to recognize the high level of craft
and creativity with which they represent their chosen
fields and to thank them for sharing their exceptional
work.
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I’m not me anymore.
I used to be, but now it seems
I’m someone else.
A shadow of my confidence,
A quiet echo of my willfulness,
A facade of my happiness.
I, need time to find me.
Without you, at least for now.
It’s been like this for a while.
An unworn dress I used to love,
An outing, I said I couldn’t come,
An unspecified amount of unread texts and missed calls.
You, were well-intentioned,
I faced consequences of your actions, but they were without aggression.
You loved me.
Enough to control my actions.
Enough to continue romantic advances.
Enough to belittle my passions.
You do not know you.
You called it love, but it abused.
Even after it was through.
Intentions blur the line between wrong and “this is fine.”

Well intentioned
jodie james
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If my mother could see me now
I wonder if she’d be proud.
I’m a young woman on my own.
I graduated,
I live alone.
And, If my mother could see me now
I bet she’d notice how,
I’m kind of breaking down.
It’s been a few years now
and I’ve grown and changed and somehow,
I might’ve lost myself in the crowds.
But, the last time I saw my mother
I was confident and loud.
I was 16 and fearless
But I’ve grown so old now.
And if I could see me my mother,
I wonder if there’d be time to tell her how
I saw the world and
Fell in love

Mother’s Daughter
jodie james

and am so much better now.
But if I could see my mother,
I bet that I’d leave out
the ways I let the world abuse me,
Push me, and throw me out.
And if I asked my mother,
About her life before the vows
I wonder if she’d tell me about her travels and adventures,
The dreams she didn’t get to live out.
But if I asked my mother,
In vague terms no more.
I bet she’d leave out the stories like mine
Of vile men and fearful love
And if I could speak with my mother,
I bet our stories would be the same
Tales of broken and shattered wills,
Of grandmothers and mothers, who shielded us from their pain
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Because we love our children,
Some stories we take to our grave.
But if we told our daughters
Maybe they wouldn’t endure the same fate.
And if we told our daughters,
They may do as daughters do.
And find their way to the same messes
The same battles of our youth.
At least then we’ll have told them
and they might tell us in return.
We can’t control them or protect them
But in sharing, there’s so much we could learn.

Sometimes, I think abuse is just a side effect of the sins of Eve.
That I am destined to love men who will criticize me for making
their rib into more than they ever imagined it could be.
How dare I?
It seems to me like Eve was the victim.
Left with only one man, to gaslight and take advantage of her
ingenuity, but take no blame for the sins of his own ribs.
How dare he?

Blame it on Eve
jodie james
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Release
jordan porter
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I wonder
do words like fate
prophecy, and destiny mean
anything anymore?
Perhaps the lines etched
in my palms belong to others.
Sometime in a past life,
a lumberjack hacked them in
during a timbering accident.
I feel a few came about
in a Spanish tobacco factory.
Where a mother learned
to roll cigarettes in one hand
and hold her child in the other.

Perchance our helices contain more
than genes.
What if they recount the whispers
laughter, and howls of those
who came before?
Ensconced in tightly wound coils.
I see the same faces fade in and out
as the clock winds.
Maybe all that we are is not
all that we were.
Nor is it what we will become.

Crease
Zaid Ansari
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Ocean Under Wolf Moon 4

grace coleman
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Ocean Under Wolf Moon 5

grace coleman
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You smile when I ask,
so I will ask again:
Hold me up?
I have two legs,
but I don’t like the ground anymore. So,
hold me up?
Grab onto me and lift me and squeeze.
Hold me up.
I never want to know my knees scraping harsh ground.
The air is kinder up here.
I like the view from up here. So,
hold me up?
I don’t want to come down
or move around.
It’s safe up here.
It smells like somewhere I could call home up here.
So please,
hold me up.

Hold Me Up
Audrey Lee
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Let’s mistake chemistry for friendship.
Hold hands and walk into the sinking moon.
It’s dark and we can pretend
to say words our unaffected minds would never allow.
Don’t stop me.
Lift my hopes to the stars,
only to drop me in the morning.
We can play pretend
until age overrides pride.
One day maybe
one day,
maybe.
I’m not saying never.
I’m just mistaking friendship for chemistry.

Affirmations
Audrey Lee
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ChrisA portrait
london Heist

The
Masc One

Guilty
Pleasures
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over a marble atoll, or rather an intimation of its contour, myself standing
thanking home appliance displays: depending on their bantam
signals while I make hot water, “Good Morning Love!”
pre-dawn tasks like rituals, confidence in a stove clock and
what’s left between blinds. i tie knots for myself, pour milk
left out last night somewhere
then, beside a gas heater, standing again, a number of comfort.
another wakes up
mirror’s still unsure what the day can hold
kettle on counter, heat following edge, dissipating quantities
and lots of it. luminence. the LED stars finding sanity
again, and thus forgetting other properties
(myself remembering myself through photos on the fridge, or
rather an extrapolation from them)
eager to labor but dreading the day or rather all things i will
miss of these middle folds which moments ago were unbaked, or leftovers
electric kettle reverses its hue, “All Done Love!”
dawn leaves and I peel off its magnets.

January 2020
damon pham
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in twilight I am in the last car to 54th street
the room Real Moon claps me on the back and I smile to
my arm passing toward the moon above having its dinner
green moon.
in windows I see myself again without having thoughts of
now a block away... the night fades softly from the warmth
looking out or in
of my cheeks
road turns to the green moon the red moon seats itself by the
it’s a radiant parting, a crowd applauding a wonderful yet
Real Moon who at the head of the table proposes a toast
frightening thought.
(myself still passing these orbs revolving among their homes
or reflected by them)
“Ahem!” it looks at each moon to get their attentions “Ahem!”
they put down their utensils “Ahem!!! I would like to 		
thank each of you for joining me today to acknowledge 		
what a wonderful day it has been, August 8, Wednesday.”
when the other moons realize that was all Real Moon had to
say they clapped and cheered. they tapped their glasses and
ate. Real Moon smiled and was glad to have a seat at the
table.
the car passes by what I can make out—despite the rain—to
be Lion Plaza meaning I am three minutes away from the
apartment. I see myself walking up the steps to the door-way to wipe
my shoes on the mat. red moon will greet me at the door as I enter.

August 8, 2017
damon pham
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enjoy the dream
right now
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Mutation 8.1
Yingqi zhao
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To all the pioneers, pirates
and humans of the wild
born three hundred years late.
For all the space junkies
galaxy hoppers, and time travelers
born three hundred years early.
Do not lament.
Stare at your boots
but only long enough
to acknowledge their worn
stories.
The unknown
thrives, continues to exist.
It never demands attention
yet we continue to yearn.

The cracks in the Earth
recount their own tales.
Rusty bike chains
make learned historians.
To all my fellow
out of place,
out of time
sisters and brothers
I beg you.
Hark with your ears
Open your eyes.
Fingertips feel.
Smell.
Taste.
With your tools
Transcribe.
Transcribe
the great existential roar.

scribe
zaid ansari
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Provide
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like a flower
in a hard place

Bethany Haebegger
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she had a
sunny nature
that sought
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In midsummer,
with crickets chirping all around the house
and sweet barbeque still lingering on our tongues,
we sat around my aunt’s coffee table,
too young for gossip,
nowhere else to go.
My cousin, Andy, had saved us from the smothering before
bounding in for dinner in his full suit and mask
ripe with laughter and sweat from the football match
and performed for us the worm and macarena with his goofy
tiger smile.
After shucking off the orange furs and mask
and a much needed shower, he continued to make us smile
with a confidence and charm that made even the shyest eightyear-old giggle.
Stifled on my aunt’s tired beige couch,
Andy came to our rescue,
sitting down at the keys
laughing even as he sat.
The smile didn’t fade so much as change
a smile more like faith, more like wisdom.

My Cousin in a Tiger Suite
Sarah Davis

And when he began to play and sing
as though outpouring from a well unseen
Piano Man, by Billy Joel.
No longer in that warm living room,
but in a velvety concert hall
where a tiger virtuoso performed sad songs with his happy heart
and wielded skilled, brilliant hands to bring to life
those gorgeous chords and melodies
I raised my own hands to my eyes
small and soft, unlearned in any skill or craft of magic.
I look back to the piano, stunned beyond speech
by a man with barbeque stains on his t-shirt.
What a wonderful world it is
that can have music like my cousin Andy played.
Music that can come from anywhere,
from a silly tiger who dances in the summer heat
to the tiny girl sat on the couch, listening in awe.
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but this shall change
hereafter
Bethany Haebegger
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Mrs. Aryes

Lyd

Alex Ruschman
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The king lynched Vashti
When she did not come when called,
When she did not cum when called
The king commanded Ester to take her
place.
But O, how she did sing that Negro Spiritual
When overseer threatened to sell
Mordecai down the river.
Down to the Carolinas.
Down to Louisiana.
Down to Alabama.
Down. Down. Down.
To the Underworld of the New World.
Virgin Mary wept
When she told Joseph
He was not the baby’s father.

Sinners and Saints
victoria jones

She was not disloyal.
She was Divine but in disdain.
But alas,
At least that bastard child had a
Holy name.
Mistress Hera
Whipped that whore’s
Black back ‘til it
Ran red like the
Blood of Christ.
‘Til it ran red like the
Love of Christ
Meanwhile Master Zeus
Raped a Goddess with
Yellow skin that
Glowed like Ghanian gold

Meanwhile Master Zeus
Raped a Goddess with a
Body Black as coal and
Eyes that shone like diamonds
From Botswana.
Holy water streamed down Her face.
They say God bless America but
He has condemned this place.
Uncle Sam murdered Uncle Tom,
There is no saving grace—
No Amazing Grace.
Land of the Free, and the Home of the Brave?
But our only Savior, is the Grave.
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Bone in Bathrymy
Brandy Scholl
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puffer

Brandy
Scholl
Brady
Scholl

punalu’u
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glaucus

Bone- In

Brady Scholl
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And the Church said unto us
“Come as you are.”
Yes,
Come as you are.
Come into the House
Of the Lord
And we will greet you
With open arms.
Come to our smiling faces
And smooth words.
Come to our eyes
So inviting
That you will lose yourself.
Come as you are
And witness our joy
That we have been
Radically altered
From those
As whom we came.

caitlyn
klinepeter-persing

Come as you are
That we may alter you
Radically, as well
That you may become one
With us
And Him
Or at least
Our idea of Him
Who we have judged the
Vast,
Incomprehensible God
To be.
Come as you are
That we may change you
That we may mold you
And shape you.
Come as you are
That we may accept you
Just long enough for you
To let your guard down.

And then
Your Shift begins
So subtly
That you will not notice
The you who walked
Through the door
Under that imposing,
Protective Cross
Slipping away
As chaff in the wind.
And before you know it
You have changed “as you are”
To fit “as we are.”
Come as you are, yes,
But become
As we are.

Subtilties and Niceties
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High on rain and night and cold
Wind-whipped hair obscuring my view
Of the unruly lake and the
Iridescent city skyline
My self-reflective thoughts withdrew
And all I could comprehend of me
Was my ache to be breathless there
Sand still filling my shoes
But eyes full to brimming
Hand in freezing hand
With you

On Missing Her

Leaves and Humans;
Fallen

We claim to be turning over
A new leaf
But we are so impossibly small
That any leaf we could ever hope
To overturn
Comes from the same
Diseased
Tree
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In the Brain of an
Undergrad

kaya greenwald
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In the Brain of an
Undergrad
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What about this one, I think while the loading sign looms over the top corner of a photo. A generation five, LX23
silver/red blender.
In Stock. $49.99
The trail started with online grocery shopping. To silverware. To tea pots. To blenders. It’s one thirty in the morning and I should be asleep, not online shopping for blenders. I don’t even want a blender to make smoothies or protein
shakes out of, no. That would be too pure. I’m dreaming of margaritas. Like the ones we made on my 20th birthday, and we
poured them into a plastic tub, and we thought we were cool.
A Lowes ad appears in the corner of my screen, great now they think I need a new kitchen. No, I don’t need a new
kitchen. I just need some dramamine. I can’t afford those pills though, let alone a new kitchen. That hand towel, though, I
think that’s cute. Who sells cute hand towels? I can afford a hand towel. I move the mouse, ready to search again.
“Congratulations!” flashes across my screen. I should no better than to fall for spam, but it’s 1:30 in the morning.
So, I click on the brightly colored icon.
A new screen appears with too many words, “Come on over to claim your prize!” I decipher the main message out
of all the other jargon. I could go to bed; I do have work tomorrow. Or, I could experience adult life and the freedom to
leave the house whenever I want.
Obviously, I roll off the couch right away. I slide on my crocs and a hoodie I bought in college, it says something
about tacos, before I leave my barley furnished apartment. It’s on the NorthWest side of the city. A good location for the
price, I haven’t felt like I would be shot yet. The rent is still not cheap enough to afford that blender.

Ad Tracking
Audrey Lee
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It’s not cold outside; the Indian summer has kept crunchy, brown grass crunchy and sprinklers working hard. I
walk down the street, no car to drive. It’s unsettling to walk alone at night. I wish I kept the car. But, reality takes over my
fantasies. In reality, I couldn’t afford the parking premiums the city thinks they get to charge.
I grimace, I’m sounding like my mother who always complained about parking in the city when I was young. Of
course, back then I had no concept of money. However, I was a master of my mother’s voice. That dripping faucet.
Slow, drip, drip, complain, drip.
At least that woman could afford a blender. I wonder what my mother’s ads are like? Vacations, cats, viagra.
Something like that probably.
A few street lights are on, they help fight off the shadows. I scamper faster whenever my path takes me through a
dark spot. I know where I am, I know where I’m going, and still with every step I wonder why I’m not turning around.
I could go home to my bed, go to sleep. Stop looking at blenders, start looking at jersey knit sheets because Google is monitoring my searches, so they know I need new sheets. Know I looked them up, so later I will see an ad and like
the world’s most successful clickbait, they will lewer me in. Don’t they know that I need sleep?
I keep walking. I’m probably two miles from my apartment now. Maybe further. Almost there. I don’t know for
sure though. I left my phone at home, so I won’t get ads for night vision goggles. Light up running shoes. Pepper spray.
I look up. It’s not as scary as looking at the dark sidewalk. I know the toner in God’s pen is running low when
the night sky goes from ink blue to light gray. God will sleep during the day, while angels refill the ink in his pen. Then,
he will wake up at night to paint the masterpiece of constellations in the night sky. The day sky is a fresh piece of paper,
from the ream. Uncluttered, unmarred, perfect, whole, and totally alone because there’s no room for anyone else. I know
I’m almost there.
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I stop walking near a highway on ramp. The gray is lightening into a yellowed white. So close, I think.
At the top of the highway no cars pass, so I run safely to the middle concrete barriers that separate one flow of traffic from the other. I lean over the edge to stare briefly at the ground twenty feet below. It’s littered with boxes and packages.
Not clear, not clean, imperfect.
I turn back around and walk forward until the gap is filled with concrete. I hoist myself onto the concrete, cross my
legs and settle into the precipice. The cars start coming. A few cars honk, but I don’t listen .
I stare, instead, into God’s masterpiece. As the gray scale takes on hues of red and orange. The sun grows stronger
from the horizon, wiping clean all of God’s musings.
“Congratulations,” I exhale, and the morning warmth wraps me in it’s sweet embrace.
On the walk home, a breeze plays with tree leaves. Corners of leaves are turning from green to brown. The taco
hoodie helps to fight off the wind, so I still feel warm. I return home in time for me to rush to work. Before I leave, I check
the computer.
“25% off flights to your favorite Winter escape.”
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It Runs in the Blood
yingqi zhao
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Mutation 1.0

yinqi zhao
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Mutation 3.0
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synthesete
If I breathe in lilies
for another five years,
(and I promise with every
honey dew sky I won’t
disappoint the swarm)
		
will the pretty bees finally
		
like my stripes too.

Pretty

kayla alexie skinner

looking at flavors.
smelling their faces,
hearing red colors,
tasting embraces.
senses disturbed,
always complacent,
never in spite,
pure hesitation.
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Skolstrejk
heidi peng
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Farewell empty land where I first stepped
By chickens who lingered and endlessly pecked,
By father’s calloused hands and metal knees,
By the apples eaten by worms and honey bees.
I came with dreams of donkeys kicking in fields
And cows grazing and pacing for next meals.
I dreamt of flying clouds in high blue eyes,
And wealthy orange cats pouncing on butterflies.
Farewell long land where beans did rest,
And all the hidden rain took daddy’s best.
Where kittens influx and homely latch,
Where fresh eggs are not rumored to hatch.
Garden cooking accompanied by strawberry delights,
Shaded by oak trees reaching fruitful heights.
At night, the land is broken with falling stars,
And the moon graces us with liquid tar.
While breathing and bending around the White River,
Deer move gracefully without need to shiver,
Dogs streamline fox to keep our home safe,
And stagnant owls keep the coops brave.

Description of Acres
kayla alexie skinner

Crickets like me chirp until Sunday morning,
When farmers come home and milk starts pouring.
Yet you come home blessing my breath,
While having to view mere causes of death.
Your fingers, which do not bend, supply my life
By tabling home and canning jars with a pocket knife.
Coming home to these acres is never the same,
Upon you telling me the land is given to my name,
For I could never control the fences as you do,
Or mark territories by something other than color hue.
Paths and fallen trees were created with modest feet,
Big-boy work boots, and a tall tractor seat.
Whereas I dug holes by mother’s favorite tomato plant,
Reaching for toys, dead bugs, and stems that slant.
Farewell to daughters inheriting decades of land
For I can not maintain herds as well as you can,
And if I attempted your work with my delicate hand,
I would be with the river in a batch of quicksand.
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Natrual Fiber, Free Fiber,
Euphoric Fiber
sophia okotah
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Ukulele
Heidi Dargle
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I take our father’s chainsaw. Jackson assures me he already owns one, newer and a better model. Micah put all his
chips on the crockpot earlier, when we were going through the kitchen cupboards.
“You won’t even use a chainsaw, you’re taking it to spite me,” Micah said.
“I hope every time you eat pot roast you think of me.”
Summers before, as my father and I struggled to keep up with the autumn olive shrubs strangling the copse line behind the house, he had tried to show me how to use the tool, but I held it “like a pussy” so he yanked it back and I returned
to the hunched over work of dragging out the mangled, dead ropes.
Jackson takes our father’s bolt action hunting rifle, the very same series as the one he hunted with as a kid. Supposedly, Dad told him he could have it while they were setting up tree stands last fall, and since Micah and I weren’t there, who
are we to say differently?
Micah takes our father’s ties we used to borrow for school dances and job interviews. Before he can load them in
his truck, I negotiate the alarm clock for a single, cornflower blue tie my father cinched too tight back when I didn’t know
how to knot it myself.
I take our father’s lists, every single one I see lying around the cluttered, quiet house. The yellowed sheets and
crumbled receipts are all marked with his unmistakable scrawl I used to forge on permission slips and poor report cards.
There are to-do lists for the yard outside, uneaten meats in the deep freeze, a makeshift bucket list from after the diagnosis.
At the top of a shopping list, he must have a scribbled a thought: Happiness is not a myth, but maybe it’s just a moment.
Our father loved lists and his will was his last. The sale of the house would be split three ways amongst us. A few
things, like a chess set and a couple of yearbooks, were supposed to be given to drinking buddies, though most of those
were informal requests accumulated through conversation.

My Name is Hunger
David Brinson
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All pretty straight forward. Everything else, the will had read, we were to divide ourselves, equally. “And I trust you
will be civil and kind, because I would prefer you set the whole fucking thing up in smoke than argue over a bunch of my
shit.” Adding the lilt of our father’s voice to the profanity, the lawyer nodded his head as if the hard part had been done.
We all take our father’s pickle scented change. No one can agree on how much is in the jar, so we dump it on the floor and
sort silently, separately. We all take pictures of us with him and a magnet off the fridge. Mine has our name printed on it.
My father named me Clay, like him, and like his father before him. I used to joke we were so poor we had to share names.
We weren’t particularly close or anything; I just happened to be the first born. Growing up, I wondered if he ever regretted
it, would have waited and gave our name to Jackson instead, if he could have seen the people we’d become.
I take a handful of our father’s cherry cordial M&M’s, the bag still a quarter full on the kitchen counter. My father
ate himself up. Out of self-loathing. Out of dreadful doldrums. Out of an American boredom. He passed down to me his
anxieties and his inability to walk past an open bag of sweets or tray of store-bought cookies without taking one. It was
somewhere in our framework.
“Give him one more hour and these would have been gone,” I say, laughing.
“You’re hateful sometimes,” Micah adds.
“I wonder where I could have possibly got that from.”
“Let it be, Clay. Can’t you let it be?” Jackson says, scrubbing his hands, trying to remove the tinny vinegar smell.
Micah takes our father’s old beater Jeep. Jackson takes the couch for his newly furnished basement.
There are three deer heads decorating the living room wall I know better than our own faces. One’s a monster with
crisp, downy fur our father gut shot on our grandfather’s property the last time I ever went with him. When he gutted it, its
insides spilled onto the forest floor. The air had reeked like death in heat. The other mount, to the right, is a beauty with a
barrel chest which looks bursting with breath and a twelve-point rack almost scraping the ceiling.
Then there is our father’s first kill. It looks pathetic next to the rest, but I try to picture how big it must have looked
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to a shaking ten-year-old Dad. My hand brushes the head’s gunny- like pelt, drooping low like he’s ashamed, while his eyes
set murky and away. It has one horn, the other snapped off. Four measly points. I almost whisper in its ragged, peeling ear,
what a destroyer he was. And what a sorry trophy you came to be. He must have been so terribly hungry.
“I want this one,” I say.
“You want a deer head?” Micah asks.
“No?” Jackson interjects. “You’re not taking it to spite me. He said I could have them.”
I want to bash a china plate dead bang into his perfect face, scream at him, let my voice hang in the hallways. But
instead, I’m running to my car. Am I leaving? Again? It takes me a couple yanks, but the chainsaw revs up. My hands go
staticky against the vibrating handle. Jackson steps towards me, but I churn the blades at him, which forces him to back off.
“What are you doing?”
“Should I do it in halves or thirds?” I am screaming over the chainsaw’s notching.
The beauty cuts cleanly, falling off the wall, one of the points breaking into a marrowy dagger upon impact and
rolling under the chair. Jackson runs to it. I haven’t seen him bawl and mewl like this since I threw him down on the pavement when he was six. Though it doesn’t cut nearly as well, the other crashes down and the blades accidentally gnash into
the wall. I move onto our father’s first kill, the pip-squeak with eyes begging me to end its misery.
The room is so suddenly silent when I turn the chainsaw off, I swear I can hear the autumn olive branches outside,
creeping towards us. Jackson has my throat in his hands. I can smell the stench of pickled coins on his fingers.
I take my father’s hand grenade for a heart. I take all the real broken parts deep down in his blood count. They can
have the guns, the car, even the house. I’ll take my father’s real low downs, this stupid secondhand name I never asked for
in the first place, his unfinished lists. I will call them my inheritance.
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Hummingbird Quilt Book
kate l’hereux
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Hum

Re
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Blueberry

Pemberton mcguire
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Solar Eclipse
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Fine China
Pemberton Mcguire

She said I was everything
She said I was next to nothing
She said I was a real quick hitter
She said I was watered down whiskey weak
She said I was a smoky set of eyes and an okay jawline
She said I was handsome when I wasn’t trying so hard to be
She said I was a weathervane spinning in a hurricane
She said I was the weathervane and the hurricane
She said I was an electric asshole
She said I was a certain temptation
She said I was such a cliché because I called myself a cliché
She said I was dive smoke on a mad Saturday night
She said I was the perfect painkiller for her
She said I was just fine on a lonely night when nothing else would do
She said I was F.U.B.A.R (fucked up beyond any recognition)
She said I was the love of her life in one of her past lives
She said I was the kind of man who’d pick at his wick until the flame wouldn’t take
She said I was the kind of man who liked a woman there to watch as he did
She said I was losing most of myself pleasing everyone
She said I was an actor who forgot the lights were down
She said I was a dream that wouldn’t end
She said I was a dream that just wouldn’t fucking end
She said I was everything
She said I was every thing
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Words in my Framework
David Brinson
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I promised when I was 8 years old that I would never tell about the time machine.
I would never tell about the red telephone booth in the back of the red tin barn, otherwise full of old toolboxes and
farm equipment, that had somehow made its way from England to my grandpa’s junkyard in Dodge City and finally to his
5000-acre Ranch in the countryside. There was still an old dial-up phone inside, and if you dialed the right combination of
numbers to indicate your year of destination, you would be transported back to those same rolling hills, but occupied by
the Cheyenne rather than white farmers. Under a shiny blue tarp behind the dirt bikes, the machine slumbered, quietly, its
powers unknown by almost all.
My little brother and I were some of the select few Rebeins entrusted with the secret, though we were never “old
enough” to go test it out ourselves. As kids, we would leap onto our parents’ bed at night and beg to hear another story
about encounters with Native Americans or skirmishes with Cowboys, starring a young version of my father or one of his
six brothers. My dad would be half asleep, a book across his chest, and often grumble that he was too tired or too stressed
to tell us a story. Sometimes, though, he would acquiesce, and with a child snuggled under each arm, he would weave another tale of adventure out there on the Ranch.
Though career ambitions brought my parents east, western roots run deep. The Ranch was a mystical other world
that existed in Kansas, but also in stories. Out there, it seemed like anything was possible— that the dirt bikes had the power to fly, that there was a complex prairie dog civilization beneath the rolling hills, that you could only see certain planets
from the alfalfa field in the dead of night.
For just as long as we heard stories (or maybe even longer), we went to the Ranch. My grandpa bought it some
time in the 1980s when there were people still squatting in the ranch house and the pastures were ruled by coyotes. When
my family bought it, they fixed up the house and the fences, although they still lived in their house in town—turning the
Ranch into a business, but also a playground for their seven sons and their families.

Out There
Ria Rebien
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Eventually, over the years, we would realize that there was no way to travel back into time... and that it was highly
unlikely that there was an upside-down world inside the owl-hole in the bluffs, or that you would meet the Prairie Dog
King and have to bargain your way out of his kingdom if you fell into one of their many holes, or any of the legends that
lasted much longer than Santa or the Tooth Fairy.
But the magic of the ranch didn’t end with the bedtime stories.
Every summer and every Christmas break, our family of four plus two dogs (of varying breed over the years) loads
up into a Jeep Cherokee and makes the 15-hour trek from Indiana to western Kansas.
We don’t go on vacations, we go home.
The reputation of the Ranch is known among all our friends. When they ask to visit come along for the ride, however, the answer always includes a gentle warning—the West is, in fact, wild. I can’t count the number of times I’ve saddled
horses in 6 below wind chill, heard the rattle of a snake underfoot, headed out into the night to find a missing dog, or
scraped cow shit off my boots. I’ve had horses buck on me, run me straight into a tree branch, or throw me to the ground
with a bloody nose.
In the 118-degree summer, we fill up water tanks made for cattle as make-shift swimming pools and in the winter
we trudge for miles along the “crick”, searching for the perfect little brambly bush to turn into a Christmas tree. Bitter cold,
high speed wins, a month-long drought or heat wave, it didn’t matter: you could still find us somewhere on the Ranch.
Out there the wild is always creeping, hovering, threatening to reclaim her hills. I remember a 9- year-old me
coming upon a ravine to see a baby calf—dead—twisted in the bank with his bones protruding. I wasn’t scared or shocked,
though—it was just a commonplace as seeing a hawk scoop up a baby bunny or the ranch dogs fighting over a deer bone.
Still the rusty old tractors sit on the edge of the milo field, where coyotes lurk behind them and eye the city hounds.
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When the moon has waned and the sky is clear, the stars can barely outshine the planets, and there is no city light
to drown them out. But the wildness often means the abandonment of safety.
When my second cousin Caden broke his wrist by driving a dirt bike into a metal fence this summer, my dad said,
“Well, you’re a part of a long list of people who have gone straight to the emergency room from the Ranch.”
Rebein 3
With his words, I couldn’t help but recall all the other times that a member of my family was rushed off towards
town in a pickup to treat some adventure-related injury. The Ranch is a different kind of playground, with rattlesnakes
instead of slides and broken down tractors rather than monkey bars.
Once a tall black horse named Leo took off towards the barn with my mom on his back, forcing her to leap off
mid-run and landing her in the Dodge City ER with a concussion and no recollection of the previous three weeks. And
who could forget the time that my cousin Ben jumped into a huge snowbank near the river, only to break his leg on a farm
implement hidden in the deep whiteness. We always joked that my grandfather, the owner of the ranch, was the indestructible man— he had run over his own foot with his pickup, had a truck bed fall on his leg, cut off part of his thumb, among
countless other tales of misfortune on the ranch. That would never stop him, though, and he could always be seen driving
the little white Ford around the bend on Backtrail Road with five ranch dogs trailing right behind the tires.
I’ve broken a lot of bones in my body—or bruised them or fractured them or whatnot—but the collarbone was the
first, when I was only 8 years old.
It happened one evening when the whole family was over for a barbeque and the aunts and uncles were chatting
over their Miller lights and boxed Franzia. My cousin John and I abandoned our plates in the sink to go make the most of
the dwindling twilight.
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“Hey Dad, Dad, hey Dad, can I ride the three-wheeler? Please? John is going with me”, I remember whispering into
my father’s ear as he told a story at his usual booming volume, probably to one of his seven brothers. I knew there was no
distracting him when he was in the middle of some memory.
“Yeah, sure, sure just be careful,” he said, waving us away without even turning his head, and John and I dashed off
to the red pole barn by the creek to take out the marvelous toys inside. The three-wheeler was so much cooler than my lavender bike with white wheels at home in Indianapolis— it was fire engine red with a ripped up fleather seat and was always
covered in a layer of alfalfa dust.
I could hardly keep the grin off of my face when I boosted myself up on the seat, put my hand on the throttle, and
slowly pushed on the gas with my thumb as the little three-wheeler sped around in the front lawn by the ranch house. John
was on the other side, on the white Honda dirt bike a red stripe. The grasshoppers flew up in swarms from the ground as I
drove over them, flinging their pale yellow and green bodies against my face and chest with a million miniscule stings.
I remember watching John round the corner of the dirt driveway by the house right as I turned the three-wheeler around one of the wooden telephone poles in the yard. I was watching him, not my hands, and suddenly my stomach
lurched as the three-wheeler tipped, tipped, and finally flipped over from the too-sharp-turn, with my arm (meant to brace
me) caught underneath it.
The next thing I remembered I was in my bed in the Raggedy Ann themed “cowgirl room”, nursing a broken collarbone, but feeling more crushed about John and I’s foiled plans to spend a night in the air-conditioned horse trailer and
watch “Gremlins” on VCR.
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Despite the shock of the pain, some tears, and the medical bills, stories like these are woven into the oral history of
the Ranch— another tale to tell at another cookout or bonfire, a bit of blood or tears that has seeped into the land of those
dry acres forever.
Other accidents take more with them... they’re instead the subject of hushed phone calls in hollow voices.
My grandpa—his name is Bill, but my grandma calls him William—probably thought that he would work until the
day he died. Instead, he worked until he couldn’t work anymore, which I think he thinks is worse.
Even in October of 2012, when he was 82 years old, he refused to stop working. He would never quit— his life was
in his work and in his cattle, in his 5 ranch dogs and the old school bus by the hay bales, in the deli meat in the ranch house
refrigerator and in the fields of milo. He wouldn’t stop working, even when he could barely hear and when he had arthritis
in his neck, which caused him to never look both ways when driving his little white pickup around the Ford county backroads. My grandpa couldn’t stop working, and the semi couldn’t stop either when my grandpa pulled out in front of him
without looking the other way.
It’s times like getting into a head-on collision with a semi at 80-plus-years old that one really appreciates having
seven sons. Paul came from Tampa, Joe and Alan and Steve from Kansas City, Rob from Indianapolis, and finally Dave and
Tom from down the street... the ones who stayed in the small town and the ones who left it. The 3-hour drives to Wichita
(the closest place with decent health care), looking after the two “town” dogs and the three ranch dogs, cooking the meals
and keeping Grandma Pat somewhat sane—somehow the debts find a way of repaying themselves.
In time, my grandpa would return home, from the Wichita rehab center, the Dodge City Hospital, and finally from
Manor of the Plains retirement community—but it wasn’t the same. I hated seeing him in a wheelchair, watching Fox News
and reading the Dodge City Daily Globe when I knew that he would rather be catching those damn prairie dogs, rescuing a
bull stuck in a swell, or rounding up the Cowboys to move the cattle.
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We still own the Ranch, but now another Ford county ranching family, the Stegmans, handles the cattle and farming operations. The old junked up pickups and trailers that had littered the land have been auctioned and hauled off, and
the broken wire fences have been mended. It’s no longer my grandpa coming around the bend, but an unfamiliar face in an
unfamiliar truck.
Despite everything, my grandpa still goes back to the Ranch, though it’s not the same, either. My grandpa’s friend
Bruce has a pickup, which he had specially welded with a handicap passenger seat for my grandpa. Bruce rolls up in the
driveway, wheels Bill out in his wheelchair, and helps load him into the seat. Off they go onto the country roads, the blue
Kansas sky ready to swallow them whole in the sea of waving grasses.
If I climbed into that time machine and I went back, I would see a little girl in red cowboy boots, swinging on the
old tire swing by the house or building a fort down by the river—would I see another like her in the future? I wonder what
I would see of this place five years from now, ten, twenty. I hope I would see another little girl run across the prairie after a
spotted dog and feel her spirit soar.
Out there, it’s the black cat that lives under the tack barn and the broken-down school bus we played in as kids. It’s
the scruffy mutts always busting into the house and it’s the green, former- fraternity jeep that was rescued from the junkyard that I first learned to drive stick on. Out there, there’s so much space that your chest hurts just aching to fill it or to be
filled by it. Out there, its wild, and I think it makes us a little wild, too.
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As I was standing on the pebbly jut of Whistable’s beach with the wind buffeting me from all sides, I couldn’t
help but think: Was it a mistake to come here alone? Am I going to just blow away and drown, and no one will ever know
what happened to my poor soul? What’s going to happen to my dorm parsley plant if I’m off flying somewhere over the
Atlantic Ocean? Of course, these were all completely fanciful thoughts, as I’m nowhere near waif-like enough to go flying,
no matter how strong the wind is – though the wind surfers over to my right were giving me notions that it wasn’t too far
from impossible. Still, the underlying fear of traveling alone hadn’t quite yet subsided, and it seemed like virtually anything could happen to me.
I had come to Whitstable in search of two things: a Saturday adventure to help alieve the stir- craziness that I’ve
been plagued with since coming abroad, and a Whitstable native oyster. I’ve been wanting to try a native ever since read
about them in Sarah Waters’ historical fiction novel Tipping the Velvet, in which the protagonist, Nancy Astley, is a Whitstable oyster girl before she is swept away into the Victorian music hall scene by male impersonator Kitty Butler. Once I
learned that Whitstable was only a short bus ride from where I’ve been studying in Canterbury, I knew it was inevitable
that I would one day find my way to its rocky shores. Now that I was in Whitstable, however, I had to work for my oyster,
so I plodded up and down the harbor for a good hour and a half, watching old couples, parents with children, and oh so
many dogs get knocked around in the wind right alongside me.
Finally, I came across a small oyster hut next to the harbor called Forge, which had two windows – one for
oysters alongside the main pathway, and another one for orders of hot coffee, doughnuts, and lobster chips. I sidled up
to the oyster window next to an older couple who were also there to sample the briny wares. Somehow, even though the
weather was absolutely chilling, the piles of bivalves crowning a layer of ice seemed somewhat inviting, though maybe my
windswept brain was making stuff up. The unfortunate only worker at this busy hut helped the older couple with their
oysters, but before he could get to me he was called to the other window for a little bit.
Wind, Whitstable Natives,
and Withdrawl
Calla Norman
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While I waited, I was joined by another solo woman in her thirties, and we made some jokes about wondering
whether the little dogs by us were going to be carried away in the wind. She asked if I was an oyster fan, and I said yes and
explained my quest. She told me about a whisky festival up in Scotland where they serve oysters with a little dash of whisky,
and so now I have another oyster pilgrimage lined up for me, I guess.
Eventually the oyster lad made his way back to me and shucked my native for me and handed it to me. I squeezed
a bit of lemon on it and knocked it back, as I’ve done every oyster I’ve had before. But this was unlike any other oyster I’d
ever had before – it was briny in the best way possible, fresh, like eating the ocean air. As Nancy from Tipping the Velvet
says, this oyster was one of the “largest and the juiciest, the savouriest yet the subtlest, oysters in the whole of England.
Whitstable oysters are, quite rightly, famous.” And it was completely gone in a few seconds, although the smell of brine
stuck to my fingers even as I type this now. (Like a mermaid, those of you who’ve read the book will know what I mean.)
I said goodbye to my new friend, who went to sit down with her plate of the largest jumbo oysters I’ve ever seen
(seriously, you have to knife-and-fork those suckers), and made my way up Whistable’s High Street. I was at this point
pretty hungry, and that oyster only peaked my appetite, but for three quid a shell, I wasn’t about to make a meal out of it.
Instead, I found myself at Samphire, a small bistro specializing in local meat, seafood, and seasonal produce. By this point,
I’d made up my mind to get out of this God-forsaken wind, no matter the cost, and the nervousness I had about dining at a
nice restaurant all alone subsided with the relief of still air.
I’ve eaten alone before, of course, at takeaway joints or fast food, but never in a table-service establishment – the
kind you go out to with friends, or in the case of places like Samphire, get your parents to take you to when they come to
visit you. I was afraid it was going to be incredibly awkward, not having a dining companion, that I would be immediately pushed aside or otherwise feel like a weirdo. Sure, I’ve heard of dining alone being romanticized, being a way of acting
out sophistication or what-have-you, but that kind of an image didn’t exactly match my windswept ponytail and Primark
sweater.
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Yet, the staff at Samphire was incredibly gracious, and seated me at a counter table right at the front window, so I
could watch all the action on High Street as I ate.
I ordered a pork and pistachio terrine with rocket and truffle honey as a starter (this sounds fancy, which it is in
lexis, but in reality it’s pretty simple and actually economical to make) and some mussels for my main, washed down with
a Whitstable organic ale. And can I just say this is by far the best meal I’ve had in the UK since arriving a month ago? The
mussels especially – I would soak a small hunk of the bread it was served with in the garlicky broth it was served in, and
eat it with a mussel and a bit of onion and, just, wow. It transported me back to the last time I remember having mussels,
which was in a little café in Normandy on a day very similar to this one, which I had with frites – a game changer in its own
regard!
When I say this meal had me blissed out, I don’t say it likely. It was euphoric, just sitting by myself, watching the
day go by and enjoying every bite without having to worry or think about anything else but the taste of the meal, the music
playing on the radio, and my next steps after leaving the restaurant. I didn’t even read or check my phone all that much –
though just to make sure I don’t sound too sanctimonious, that was at least partially because the WiFi was not working so
there was no point in having my phone out except to take a picture of what I deemed “Mussel Mountain.”
So, I learned a few things today, the first being that I won’t in fact blow away, no matter how hard the Kentish wind
blows. I also learned that Whitstable natives are in fact just as good as promised, if you ever want to change your understanding of what an oyster should taste like, go there. Most importantly, I’ve discovered just how therapeutic a day traveling
by yourself can be – the satisfaction of a day spent on your own terms and not under your bedcovers in the thrall of Netflix
(as much as I enjoy a binge as the next person) is really a pleasure so distinct, I’m so glad I was able to experience it today
and will continue to in my other solo journeys this semester.
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butter yellow wing
tips brush my pinky
one fleshy arm
stretched to weathered fence
wiring the other tugged back
sharply to where backyard beds
of wildflowers bloom
where summer harvest
of firm cherry tomatoes
dot our garden like suns
that burst between our teeth

mommy signals an approving thumbs up to her
from behind towering green bean stalks
where she crouches
with cracking knees
swatting away the gleaming beetles who crunch
our leaves away desperately
like they know
my hopping bopping feet
will crush to dust
their iridescent shells
a lethal curiosity

sister’s claws cling
to my wrist
eyes hooked
on muddy orange rust
and the sneering coil-fanged opening
out of my reach

the soft petal-winged thing is a blot in the sky
far beyond the fence
gaze unfazed, I memorize it
and fall
into my sister’s warm, slackened grip

Beyond a Broken Fence
keena du
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Misc. Still Life
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Damsel in Distress
Edward Supranowicz
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